
ON THE TRIAD EXCISION THEOREM
OF BLAKERS AND MASSEY

SHORO ARAKI

The purpose of the present paper is to give a new proof to the triad ex-
cision theorem of Blakers and Masεey [1], in case m^2 and n^2, by the aid
of path spaces and in connection with a recent work of J. P. Serre [2],

1. Preliminary. Let X, A, B be topological spaces such that XΌA9 B.
By ΩA,B(X) we denote the totality of paths in X which start A and terminate
in B; an element {a, I)E:ΩA>B(X) is represented by a continuous map a: I-*X
oί the closed unit interval I into X such that Λ ) e A ai\d <Kl)eB. Then
ΩA,B(X) is topologized by the compact open topology.

Let ps be the projection of ΩA,B(X) to A such that for U, I)ELΩA,B(X)

ps(a, J ) = <J(O), and let pt : ΩA,B(X)-+B be the projection such that pt(a, J)

= *(1) for (σ, I)GΩA,B(X).

In the sequel, it is assumed that for a triad (X A, B, xϊ) and for spaces
of paths such as ΩA,B(X), ΩA,Xo(X), and so on, X, A, B, AC\B, and spaces of
paths are all arc wise connected, and that a reference point of any spaces of
paths used, is taken to be an element represented by a constant map e : /-> tfo.

The following relations are obvious:

{a) m-χ{Ωχo,Xΰ{X), e\**mkX9 x*) for all t ^

{b) πi-x(ΩAtxJίX), e)^πi(X, A, x0) for all i

(c) A is a deformation-retract of ΩA,x(X),

(d) πi-χ{ΩB,xSX), ΩAn?,Xo{A), e)^πi{X \ A, B, x<>) for all i

where (X A, J5, x*) is a triad.
The above isomorphisms (a), (b) and id) are referred to as canonical iso-

morphisms.
Let (X, A) be a pair of topological spaces, i.e., X~DA. Suppose that X is

^-connected for p^l and (X9 A, Xo) is ^-connected for q&l, then Ωj,Xtt(X) is
(#~1)-connected. (ΩAtX(X), pt, X) has a fibred structure in the sense of J. P.
Serre, the fibre of which is ΩA,χ0(X) Considering this fibre space, we have
the following exact homology sequence with respect to integer coefficients,
following J. P. Serre, [2] Chap. III. prop. 5 p. 468
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where Σ * is transgression.
Now, we define homomorphisms

cί : Hk(ΩA,XD(X) I G)—>Hk+i(X, A G) for all

by constructing chain maps, where G is an arbitrary coefficient group. For this
we use singular cubical homology groups as homology groups defined by J. P.
Serre, [2] p. 440.

Let (uk, φ) be a singular cube of ΩA,Xύ(X)9 then ψ defines a map

ψ :

which gives a singular cube (Ixuk, ψ) of X. By the correspondence

ck : (u\φ)-+(Ixuk,ψ)

and by linearity we get a chain homomorphism

ck : Ck(ΩA,Xo{X))—>Ck+i(X). -

From the following calculations

d°c(uk, ψ)=d(lxuk, ψ)

= - (/x duk, ψ)-(0x uk, ψ) + (1 x ί<*, ̂ )

= -c°d(uk, φ)-(0xuk, ψ)

where (lxuk, ψ) is a degenerate cube and ψ(0xu*)C.A, and from the fact that
if (uk

3 ψ) is degenerate cube, (Ixuk

9 ψ) is also degenerated, it is concluded
that Ck induces the following homomorphism

cί : Hk(ΩA,Xi)(X) G)—>Hk+i(X, A G).

LEMMA 1. Let (X, x0) be p-connected for p^l, and let (X,A,x0) be q-con-
nected for qkzl. Then

i) Ck are isomorphisms onto for k^p + q — 1,
ii) cp+q is a homomorphism onto.

Proof. We consider the following diagram

^ Up} β He* U|H-

Hp+q-i(X, A) - ^ Hp+q(A) i ί> Hp+q(X) JU Hp+q(X, A)
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c* » «
) —» ffi(Λ) —> Hι(X)

Let

be given, then we have

i°ps(ui+\ ψ) = (Oxui+1, ψ) e C/+1(i)CC/+i(I),

i+1, ψ) = - (Ixdui+1, ψ) -

This proves

i*op* = c*°pΐ. (a)
Next, given

then we have

3°c(u\ φ)=d(Ixui

9 ψ)

= -c°d(u\ φ)- (Oxu\ ψ)

= -psoh(u\ φ)-c°d{ui, ψ).

Thus the identity
a*o C * = -p*oh* (0)

is established.
By Ja P. Serre, [2] p. 469, we get the following equivalent homo logy se-

quences :

» W 9 pi*

for l^i-ύp-Yq — 1, i.e., we have Σ*=d*°ί>Γ
We now consider the following diagram:

i* \ d *i Pi* . \ d

Ά+ι{X) - ^ Hi(ΩAtXo(X))

ΆM A)
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Let
Σ ( 4 + 1

? ψj)<ΞZi+1(ΩA,χ(X), ΩA,x,

be given, then we have

«/+

a(Σ(«)+\

i>!(Σ(«/+1, ψj)) = Σdx«>+ 1, Ψi) s 2i+.(X),
.7 3

i i

Consider the following chain

i

we have

where Σ ( 0 x «y+I, f» e C, + ι(A). This proves

;*oί{* = c*oa*, (r)

so that

has been established.

(#), (i?) and (δ) show that it holds some commutativity or anti-commutativity
in each tetragon of the firstly mentioned diagram. As p* is isomorphism onto
by (c) and as c* is isomorphism onto induced by identity map, by using "five
lemma," we get the first conclusion of this lemma.

(a), (β) and (r) show that the following diagram is commutative or anti-
commutative :

CP

> Hp+q+i(X, A)

^X HP+Q(A) A HP+g(X).

By J. P. Serre, [2] Chap. Ill prop. 5 cor. 1 p. 469, we have

(£) Pt?ρ+q is an isomorphism onto, and pt*ρ+q+ι is a homomorphism onto.

Then, by using a "partial conclusion of hve lemma/' we get the second con-
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elusion of this lemma. (q.e.d.)

As a collorary of this lemma, we can easily prove the Hurewicz theorem
in the relative case.

LEMMA 2. Let (X, A, B, Xo) be a triple, then

πi(ΩA,χb(X), ΩB,XO(X), e)*m(A9 B, x0) for all i^l.

Proof. Let us consider the following diagram

τr/+i(JSr, A) - Λ m(A, B) -U πiX, B)

ilkA

J+miX, A)

i) n H «
K*(X, A) —> m(A,B) —-> Tnί-Y, B) —> τri(Z? A),

where the upper sequence is a homotopy sequence of the pair (£_4,*0( A'), i2τ?,̂ 0(
and the lower sequence is a homotopy sequence of the triple (X, A,B,xύ). kΛ

and kn are canonical isomorphisms and ps denotes also the homorphism induced
by the projection i>s.

Firstly, we prove that (kA, ps, fe) is a homomorphism of the sequences,
i.e., that d°kA~ps°jf, iΌps-kB

Ό'dl, j°kB- kA°i
f,

The identity j°kβ = kA°i
f is obvious.

Let a e πi(ΩA,Xo(X)) be given such that a m a p / : (£'', £')—>(i2j,^(Z), e)
represents a, then

is defined by / canonically. The map

dokAof=f\(Eix0, έ'xO)—>(A, ΛΓO)C(A, B)

is identical to the map ps°j
f°f9 which proves the identity

B°kA=psojf.

Secondly, if β G πi(ΩA,,Λ(X)9 ΩB,x0(X)) is represented by a map

g : (E'-'xI, r ! x 0 , ̂ x lUέ^x/)->(Ω A ,χ 9 (X) 9 ΩB.χ.{X), e\

g defines canonically a map

g : (tf-'xIxΓ, tf-'xIxO', JE x̂OxO',
1 ^ 1 — > ( Z , A, J5, ΛΓ0).
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Then i°ps°g and kB°o
log are the following restrictions of g respectively:

iopsog^gKE^xIxV, IT 1 x0x0', iT'xlxO'Uiί^xJxO')

—>(A, B, xo) C (X, B, xo),

kB->df°g=g\(Ei~1x0xΓ, JE
l""1x0x0', J E ^ X O X I ' U J & ^ X O X / ' )

—>(-3r, B9 xQ).

A homotopy between two maps i°ps°g and kB°B
log will be given in (is*"1

xίxΓ) as follows:

ίg\(Ei'1xtx2θt)ίg\(E

ι g | ( £ t i - 1

This proves the identity

i°ps = kβ°d'.

It follows that (&*, .&>, £#) is a homomorphism of the sequences. Since kΛ

and &/? are isomorphisms and since ikA, ps, kB) is a homomorphism of the se-
quences it is concluded in virtue of 6"?ίYe lemma" that ps also is isomorphism.

(q.e.d.)
Let (X A, B, Xo) be a triad, then (Ωx,Xo(X) ΩA,Xf)(X), ΩBtXo(X), e) is

also a triad, where ΩA,χ0(X) Π ΩB,χϋ(X) = ΩAnB,XfSX)° The following lemma can
be proved easily by considering homotopy sequences of each triads and by the
above lemma and by <tffrve lemma."

LEMMA 3. Let (X A, B, x0) be triad, then

π AX I A. B, x,)^πi(Ωx,X{i(X) I ΩA9XΛ(X), ΩB,X0(X), e) for all i>Λ.

LEMMA 4. Let (X A, B, x0) be a triad such that
X- (hit A)U(Int £) , and let (A, Af\B) be n-conmcted (n^l), then (X,

B) is n-conmcted.

Proof. Let cc€=πm(X, B) be represented by a map

/ : (Em, Em~\ Jm-ι)—*(X, B, xύ),

where m£n. If we put U=f~\lnt A) and V=f~\Int B), then {Z7, V) is an
open covering of Em.

We subdivide Em sΐmplicially such that the mesh of this subdivision is
smaller than the Lebesgues number of {U, V). Let K and Lx be maximal
subcomplexes contained in U and V respectively. Let us put L = Lί + Em~1

+ Jm~ι and M=KΓiL, then we have K{JL = Em. Let

g: {K9 M)—>(A, AΠB)

be a restriction of /. As K is m-dimensional, m^n, and as (A, AΓ\B) is n-
connected, g is deformable into AΓ\B relative to M. Denoting this deforma-
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tion by gt, we have

gt\M = g\M for O^t^

We define a deformation // of / as follows:

ft\L^f\L f o r O ^ ί ^ L

This gives a deformation of / into B relative to L, which establishes the lemma.

(q.e.d.)

2. Proof of the triad excision theorem of Blakers and Massey.

Now we proceed to prove a theorem of A» L. Blakers and W. S. Massey,

[1] p. 192, in case m, 7*^2. The theorem is stated as follows.

THEOREM. Lei {X A, B, XQ) be a triad ivhich satisfies the following con-

ditions:

(a) X=Unt A)\J(Int B):

(b) (A, ADB) is m-connected9 m^2, and {B, AΠB)

is n-connected, n^2l

then the triad (X \ A% B) is (πiΛ n)-connected.

A triad with the condition {a) is said to be proper by a denomination of

So Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod, [3] p. 34, From Lemma 4 (X, A) is w-con-

nected, n^2, and (X, B) is m-connected, m^2. Therefore Ωx,xa(X), ΩA,x0(X),

ΩB,X*(X) and ΩA«B,X,>(X) are all arcwiεe connected. If (X A, B, xQ) is proper,

it is obvious that (Ωx,Xo(X) ΩA,χ0(X), ΩB,XSX) ^ i s a ] s o a proper triad. Thus,

from Lemma 3 it is sufficient for us to consider the triad (Ωx,Xlj(X) ί ΩA,Xli(X),

ΩptX(l(X), e) instead of the given triad. As Ωχtx0(X) is contractible, it is suf-

ficient to prove the theorem in a special case where X is contractible.

Proof. As (X,A) is /^-connected from Lemma 4, and as X is contractible,

A is (-W — 1)-connected. Thus, by Lemma 1 it is seen that

(1) cf : Hi(ΩAnB,χΰU) I Z)*Hi+1(A, AΠB Z)

for 0<i£m + n-2,

(2) cΐk+n-i : Hm,n-ι(ΩAnB,xϋ(A) I Z)—*Hm+n(A, A Π B Z)

is a homomorphism onto.

As {X, B) is ^-connected and X is contractible, we have, from the same

Lemma 1,

(3) rf* : Hi(Ωn,Xΰ(X) I Z)*Hi+ιiX, B Z) for all f>0.
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From (1), (3) and from the excision theorem in homology theory we have

(4) If : Hi(ΩAnB.χ0(A) > Z)^Hi(ΩB,x0(X) I Z)

for

Next, we consider the following diagram. The commutativity of this dia-

gram is easily seen:

.M ^ I Z)

• Cm + n-l II Crτi+n~x

Hm+n(A, AΠB; Z) % * Hm+n(X, B Z)

Since βm+n is an excision isomorphism, and since Cm\n-ι is an isomorphism

by (3) and since Cm+n-ι is a homomorphism onto by (2), we have

(5) lm,n-l : Hm+n-i{ΩAnB.Xfί(A) I Z) -» ^ + n - l ( f c , , 0 ( I ) I Z)

is a homomorphism onto.

By (4) and (5), and by considering the homology sequence of the pair

(ΩB,X(){X), ΩAnB,xΰ(A)) we can prove

(6) Hi(S?B,χΰ(X), ΩAnB,xϋ(AΪ '> Z)^0 for 0<

From (6) and from the Hurewicz theorem in the relative case where

XAΩB.XSX))*!, rΛΩΛ,B,χSA))^l, (ΩB,xJ<X)9 ΩAnB,τ0(A), e) is (τw +w - l)-con-

nected. This is equivalent to the fact that (X A, B, xQ) is (m + ̂ -connected.

(q.e.d.)

In an analoguous way as above we can also prove the theorem correspond-

ing to the case where m^2, # = 1, and (A, A Π B) is (m + 1)-simple. But it is

unnecessarily too long for us to put down here the proof, so that it is omitted.

We can also prove quite analogously as above a generalization of the triad

excision theorem, which has been announced by J. C. Moore [4].
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